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02.City Control Center

03.Star Light Dome Hotel
04.No.19 Railway Lotus Kitchen Station

05.Blue Light Center
06.Obsidian Factory

07.Life and Energy Lab
08.Residential Area

09.Glory of the Galaxy
10.RAIN BGM

11.Monsoon
12.Flood of Light
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flood of light soundtrack

Awesome!!! Used to play a lot of arcade games back in late 1980's. This takes it further. Lots of fun getting the achievements
and progressing up the levels also huge thumbs up for the upgrades. Everything is calculated and programmed very well, where
its possibly for the player to progress - if they can be quick on reactions. Well developed take on an old arcade physics and idea.
Well done to the dev!!!! :). Childhood memories of a very good game <3. Highly recommend the game - a really different style
to the kind of game I usually play but every aspect is so well put together. Funny, enjoyable, great characters! PLAY IT.. This is
a fun little puzzle game. The object is clear and everything is quite logical, you just need to figure out the logic, and that isn't
always that easy. However, unlike in most other games of this type, if you get stuck, you can move on to the next puzzle via the
level select as the levels are not locked. I'm currently in level 20 and I've skipped 3 levels so far (will be going back to them
later). I got the game in sale, but the normal price isn't too bad either.. Graphics are bad, gameplay is pretty much arrow keys
and left click to fire.

Even on sale its poor value.. I started liking the game but out of nowhere and for no other reason than to mess with you, the
game difficulty escalates and starts to punish you for moves that are part of the strategy. Considering that you don't have any
influence on what blocks appear next, I find it unfair that the game punishes me for "idle moves" when they are part of
preparing sets. The only good point that still remains for me is the art is done nice and the story so far seems okay. Gives you
purpose to play but when your creature has an attribute bonus on the enemy, it shouldn't die easily.. Fair story line with good
hidden objects. I also enjoyed the score for the game.. Do you like horrible things happening to cute girls? Including suicide,
executions, being a parasite's host, and implied thorny tentacle sex?

Of course you do.. Just not that good....
- Really short (took me 35 minutes to complete, and that's with me being lost and backtracking a lot).
- Ending was very abrupt, and underwhelming. Just as it was building up again, it stopped with a silent video.
- Majority of the rooms are the same, and have no reason for you to enter.

+ Had a couple creepy moments.
+ Interesting stair section. Neverending, but only ever have to go up one flight to get back to the main level. Freaked me out.
+ Good audio. Really set the atmosphere.
. great game 7/10
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love it i recommend this game to people who like cod heros.. I just finished this game and... Wow. I loved it! It was a perfect
love letter to point and click games and I loved the overall theming. I did have a few glitchy-issues though!

- i got stuck at the carnival and had to restart
- make sure you leave all cell doors open!
- the music from the record player looped and wouldnt stop until i closed and reopened
etc.

So wait until there's a patch! But the game is super worth it and so much fun!. This is probably the best game I've played in a
long time.
. Very similar to Adr1ft, but with VR support on board. Steering with keyboard is a bit dificult. It's hard to balance with a
rotation, and I do not even try to touch mouse. Looking forward to try multiplayer mode. Unfortunately I cannot join session
with other player.. only game i still recommend is wildlife park 2
this one is confussing as can get also. I like artistic games, and I did like Laraan. It’s a simple beauty, but one that shines brightly
with the music and the environments that impress. If you haven't played this, this is a great time to do it.. Great puzzles!. War,
War never changes.. I guess someone is interested in this game not being successful because the hate comments I've read are
based on plain lies.
- This is a full game, not a beta or 20% finished product.
- Graphics are good, I am running it at 2560 x 1080. Did not need to do anything it just detected the native resolution
- It runs smoothly, no complains at all.
- Shame about the online option not working, I did not know that. :-(
- Some are saying the game only displays in French (?) seriously guys... it's in English

It works well. I played for an hour and I did some of the basic training and played some casual matches. The game is fun, and
the movements and everything works just fine! I'm sure I'll find some bugs when I play more, exactly like any other game I own.
But this bsh*t about being 20% finished smells a lot like a campaign aimed at the developer for whatever the reason.. Beautiful
game!
 I loved the story,
all the characters are memorable,
there's lots of things to do...

It's very well put together and is worth every cent <3
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